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City of Cheney 
Parking Fines Increase 
Parking fines for the city of 
Cheney, like everything else, are 
going to be more expensive 
beginning Monday, according to 
jerry Gardner, Cheney Police 
Cliief. 
Not only will they be more 
expensive but students will have 
a harder time ignoring them, he 
said. 
Fine Rates 
The · fine for "obstruction", 
which includes parking in yellow 
zones, blocking drives and alleys, 
and double parking, will be f ive 
dollars, Gardner said. 
The biggest jump will come in 
the "hazard" category. A $10 
fine will be levied for parking 
within 15 feet of a fire hydrant 
and parking in an intersection, 
he said. 
The fine for "time zone" 
violations will remain at one 
dollar. But this fine will climb to 
$2.50 if not paid within one day, 
according to Gardner. 
Warrants For Arrest 
The Cheney Police will still 
send the 'courtesy' letter one 
week after the ticket has been 
written. After that a warrant for 
arrest will be issued. 
' "Each week a list of those with 
warrants outstanding will be 
given to all Cheney police officers 
and the campus police," Gardner 
said. 
If police apprehend someone 
on an outstanding parking ticket 
they will be arrested, locked up, 
and a court date will be set, 
Gardner explained. 
The list of warrants will also be 
sent to the Department of Motor 
Vehicles in Olympia. Should the 
registered owner of the car 
attempt to sell it, purchase new 
plates, or obtain a driver's 
license a hold will be placed on it, 
Gardner said. 
If someone should be arrested 
the normal fine would be 
. doubled, plus court costs, ac-
cording to Gardner. 
To avoid the hassle of a court 
appearance the chief suggested 
mailing a check or money order 
along with the violation to the 
Cheney Police Department, 611 
2nd St., Cheney, Wash. 
In the past there have been an 
average of 50 parking violations 
near campus. Of these approxi-
mately 25 to 30 will fall in the five 
dollar. bracket. Gardner said. 
Reason For Increase 
The reason for the increase 
was a telephone survey con-
ducted by Gardner of Spokane, 
Yakima, Richland, Wenatchee 
and other cities in Washington. 
Gardner said he found the old 
Cheney rates to be ·the lowest in 
the state and said, "The new 
rates are really still very low." 
He said he did not want to give 
the impression the police were 
out to get students. "We have 
tried to give every available nook 
and cranny to parking," he said. 
He also noted there was no 
statute of limitations on the 
parking tickets. 
Vets Send Postcards 
Approximately 400 postcards 
were sent to President Gerald R. 
Ford asking him to sign the 
veteran's G.I. Bill increase, 
according to Mike Anderson, 
Veterans Co -operative 
president. 
The postcards, written at a 
table in the .PUB Monday and 
Tuesday, support Senate Bill 
2784. 
The bill would increase veter-
an 's benefits 22. 7 percent, 
extend entitlement for under-
graduates nine months and 
provide up to! $600 in loans per 
veteran. J 
The postcar.ds were part of a 
national cam~aign launched by 
the Nationai Association of 
Concerned v4terans. 
Ford is exqected to have the 
bill on his de~k tomorrow 
Ef;ections 
The Vets I Co-op will hold 
elections tor president and 
secretary tre~surer Oct. 16 at 
Sutter. Hal l. 
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6 CONSECUTIVE HOURS 
TRUCK IN RESID . AREA 
(OVER 1 TON) 
NO PARKING 1 A .M .-7 A .M . 
(WHERE POSTED) 
C 
NO PARKING 15 FT . 















PARK . ON SIDEWALK 




20 FT. OF CROSSWALK 
YOU MUST POST BAIL PRIOR MO . DAY 
TO OR APPEAR ON ----~• TIME: 
YEAR 
MUNICIPAL COURT · 609 · 2ND AVE . · CHENEY. WA. 
,.IF YOU WISH TO BE HEARD IN COURT, YOU MUST APPEAR · ON .... 
THE DATE AND TIME SHOWN ABOVE . 
IF YOU WISH TO FORFEIT BAIL- PLEASE SEE SCHEDULE BELOW. 
A . COLUMN - $1.00 IF PAID B · COLUMN - $5.00 
WITH IN 24 HOURS -
$2.50 AFTER 24 HOURS C . COLUMN . $10.00 
FAILURE TO POST BAIL OR APPEAR WILL RESULT IN A WARRANT 
FOR YOUR ARREST AND ADDITIONAL FINES . 
t 
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By Jim Elliott 
Sports Editor 
Phase It's doors have finally 
swung open after almost three 
weeks of evening closure due to 
lack of supervisors. ·rwo keys, 
one costing the Associated 
Students $1,267 and the other 
costing Student Services $1,267, 
were used to unlock the concrete 
edifice's wooden doors. 
With the opening of Phase II 
the intramural programs 
planned for the three quarters of 
the year will not be in jeopardy of 
reduction or cancellation. 
Director of lntramurals Brent 
Wooten had his Campus Recrea-
tion budget cut $2,692 at the 
beginn ing of the school year 
forcing him to eliminate the 
supervisors who were responsi-
ble for maintaining the Field 
House and Phase II during the 
evening intramural programs. 
AS President Pat Hayes sa id 
the Services and Activities Fee 
Committee had recommended 
the cut because they (SAFC ) did 
not see why student money 
should have to be used to keep 
open an academic building. 
Hayes had also quest ioned the 
pract ice of using student money 
to keep open a facil ity that is 
used not only by the students but 
also faculty, staff. and adminis-
tration. 
Sophomore Tom Dul lanty de-
cided to take the issue to the 
students and circulated petit ions 
that 778 students signed re-
questing the Legislature to 
provide the money to open the 
Eastern Washington State College 
I I ens 
building. 
The controversy began step 
one to resolution Friday when 
the Finance Committee met to 
consider recommendations to 
the Legislature. 
Chairman for the Finance 
Committee Steve Taufen listen-
ed to Wooten, Hayes, and 
Dullanty, then said, " if the 
students want that building open 
and rate it with such high 
priorities, we ( Legislature) 
should take it out of the budget 
for the students." 
Dr. Daryl Hagie, Vice-President 
Student Services, then offered to 
split the cost of the proposed 
budget, $2,534, with the stu-
dents in order to keep the facility 
open for students, faculty, staff, 
and administration. 
Hagie said the "whole program 
(intramurals) 1s one of the 
better things we do" and that 
with a, "lot of the interaction 
between students and faculty 
th rough the program the college 
should help find a way to keep it 
open." 
Step two was completed 
Monday afternoon when the 
Legislature met and approved 
matching funds of $1,267 with 
Student Services thus providing 
Wooten with enough money to 
reopen Phase II in the evenings. 
The new hours, now effect ive, 
are 8 :00 a.m. to 9 :00 p.m. 
Monday - Thursday, 8 :00 a.m. to 
5 :00 p.m. on Fridays. and 1 -
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The Easterner Thursdar,Octoberl0,1974 
Letters to the Editor 
Clang- Bang- Ding 
1 Dear Editor, 
non-teacher majors doing here if 
all this college wants to do is 
educate more teachers? Look at 
the overall poor quality of some 
of the other departments of this 
college in comparison to other 
colleges with similar programs. I 
think a lot of us are really being 
ripped off and maybe we should 
all transfer to show Shuck what 
we think of his teachers college. 
behind cut cleanly in two by 
heavy bolt cutters. This is not 
considered unusual but only 
points out that this theft was not 
the casual joyride af some 
neighborhood children. 
I nconsislency Noted 
by Jeff Lorello 
Associate Editor 
, 
It is an accepted fact of political life that the pr~ctice of consis~ency 
is essential to representative government. In view _of ~onday s ~.s 
meeting, The Easterner would like to point out. v1~lat1ons of t 1s 
practice, while urging the Legislature to re-examine ,ts procedures. 
A bill from the Housing Au.thority reques!ing $750 fo~ three dances 
to be held this year was put before the Legislature. While the requ~st 
looked harmless enough, it was learned that a budge~ poh~y 
statement approved last year under _Carol Worthington s 
administration, stated no AS fun'ds should be given to campus groups 
or organizations. 
The Housing Authority last year submitted a constitution and was 
recognized as a campus organization by the Legislature. Therefore 
how can the Legislature discuss a budget request by a group 
classified as a campus organization, when budget policy states no 
money should be given to such groups? 
This request was referred to committee and if approved could open 
the door for all campus groups, !arge and small, to request student 
money. 
Another inconsistency at Monday's meeting concerned approval of 
appointments. It has been the practice and tradit!on t? appr~ve 
members to committees only if they are present. While this practice 
was followed to a certain point Monday, the legislator~ strayed when 
Lisa Larrabee came up for appointment as Housing Rental Services 
Manager. 
Though Larrabee was not present, a motion was proposed to 
confirm because "She would make a good manager." The vote was 
2-1 in favor of confirmation, then Speaker Nisker voted "no" to make 
a tie and defeat the motion. Another motion was PU! forth to 
postpone her appointment until next week and this passed 
unanimously. 
The Easterner has no doubt that . Larrabee ~ould m~k~ a. good 
manager, but this is not the point. Considering conf1rmat1on of 
appointments when candidates are not there sets a dangerous 
precedent whic~ is quite obvious. 
Pihotog~aphers: Expose Yourself 
The Easterner wil.l begin n~w 
a new column, "Photographer's 
Forum." 
We invite students, adminis-
trators, staff, civil service em-
ployees - any one on campus - to 
submit their pictures. 
Once a month we will feature a 
page of high quality pictures 
relating to campus life, though 
they need not necessarily be 
confined to that subject. 
All pictures become property 
of the Easterner. Submit your 
work to The Easterner, Room 
ll9, PUB. 
The EASTERNER is the student newspaper of Eastern Washi_n~on 
State College, funded by the Associated Students. The opinions 
exoressed are those of the writers and staff of the Eastern~r. and ~ot 
necessarily those of the Associated Students, Faculty, Admm1strat1on 
or anyone else. PUB 
Address all inquiries and letters to the Easterner, EWSC, 
Room 119 Cheney, Wash. 99004. . 
Advertising should be sent to Dennis Palmer, co Alpha Kappa Psi, 
EWSC, Cheney, Wash. 99004 or call 359-7047. 
In the student's continuing 
effort to make its building pay, 
they have risen to a new "high" 
with the installation of pinball 
machines. 
The lovely clang-bang-ding 
spurs the serious student on to 
ever greater intellectual achieve-
ment. I sure hope these useful 
toys and their prominent place-
ment is followed up with other 
penny-arcade goodies. 
EWSC can enjoy the fact that it 
stands alone among institutions 
of higher learning as the only one 
which recognizes the true value 
of having pin-ball machines at 
the center of attention on its 
campus. 
Congratulations to the shrewd 
folks who are responsible for this 
modern solution to our unrequit-
ed desire for higher learning 
stimulation. 
Name withheld by request 
Crammed Classes 
Dear Editor: 
This letter is in response to a 
couple of articles that appeared 
in the past edition of the 
EASTERNER. The first is in 
response to the comments made 
by Dr. Friz Rosenk_r~ns abo~t 
students showing no interest m 
classes. 
Well why should· we when 
we're ~rammed into €lasses with 
100 plus students? We know 
darn good and well that we're 
not getting our money's worth 
out of classes like that. So why 
isn't there a limit of say no more 
than 50 students per class? 
Which is still too large. 
Any fool can reaa his textbook 
and pass the run-of-the-mill 
exams. But we're still not 
learning anything. 
Admittingly, Dr. Rosenkrans 
has kept his classes more 
interesting than other instruc-
tors who I won't mention as the 
list 'would be too long. Still, 
nothing is proved in terms of 
what a student can really learn 
out of a massive class. 
Dr. Rosenkrans should blame 
the people in Showalter who 
~rab our money and cram as 
nany students as possible into 
ihe various general requirement 
courses. Perhaps if the students 
had the smaller classes we'd 
show more interest in them and 
we might even learn something 
besides sleeping. 
My next response is in regards 
to a statement made by Presi-
dent Shuck, who said, "EWSC 
should continue to serve the 
function it was set up to, namely, 
educate high quality teachers." 
Just what are the rest of the 
John C. Amundson 
Social Work Major 
Long Cold Winter 
Dear Editor: . 
This letter concerns with the 
last EASTERNER ISSUE, Oct. 3, 
1974, 11 lntramural Deadlock 
Continues". 
My fellow Americans, fellow 
students and distinguished 
guests! 
I'll speak in front of you, not 
behind you. 
For the past three years in 
intramural programs was suc-
cessful operation. 
Last spring this institution 
raised the room and board 
The Cheney Police Depart-
ment needs your help to 
effectively reduce the incidence 
of bicycle thefts. We ask for your 
assistance in three areas: 
1. Be tolerant. If you ride a bike 
there is an excellent chance that 
we will be checking you and your 
bike. It is hoped that you 
understand that increased en-
forcement is geared to meet a 
problem and that the checks are 
for your protection. After all, the 
person checked may be a thief on 
your bike. 
2. Be aware. Call us if you 
observe suspicious persons or 
activities. Cognizance of the 
problem and willingness to 
perceive what you see and hear 
are all you need to help each 
other help us with crime 
detection and apprehension. 
budget. 3. Be responsible. License and 
In return we get less activ1t1es register yot:.tr bike with the police 
such as Phase II closing at 5: 30 department. Without the serial 
p.m. on weekdays and complete number your bike is almost 
disclosure on weekends. impossible to get back to you. It 
This leads to the possibility of may be recovered in another 
no intramural programs for the jurisdiction and will certainly be 
long cold winter at Cheney. among many others. There must 
What activities is there be- be some singular piece of 
sides Goofy's or D.J.'s Tavern if identification in order to get it 
intramural programs are cut back to the proper agency and 
out? the rightfol owner. Many bikes 
My personal solution is "I. as Mr. are sold at auction because the 
Dimitri Keinevel forming a police could not find the owner. 
NON-Republican - NON-Demo- With a serial number. the chance 
cratic campaign headquarters of recovery is enhanced by the 
somewhere on campus." placement of that number into a 
This operation is guaranteed computer. This insures return if 
not to be another Watergate the bike is found. Your driver's 
bugging by any personnel. license or social security number 
My Heart sores like a flying can be etched iAto major parts of 
hawk over the sky. ' the bi.ke. This, many times, m_ak~s 
1 speak with no evil tongue, the bike useless and the thief 1s 
America! unable to fence it. The chance of 
Sincerely, Dimitri Johnson finding it abandoned are better. 
Ed. Note: Phase II closes at 5 Serving law and order, 
p.m. weekdays. !his letter was without fear or favor, 
printed as submitted. Jerome D. Gardner 
Beware of Thieves 
Dear Editor, 
Bicycle theft is often thought of 
as kids pranks. Many people do 
not realize that bicycle theft has 
become one of crime's big 
businesses and the monetary 
loss resulting from bicycle theft 
is incredible. No area is safe from 
the reach of big money crime and 
the frequency of joyride type 
thefts is dropping in favor of 
thefts for resale to a1 fence who 
disposes of the bike in another 
area. The percentage of recovery 
is not encouraging in this type of 
Police Chief 
City of Cheney 
Poetess Wanted 
Dear Editor, 
My name is Reginald Earl Bai-
ley, and I am presently at Mc~eil 
Island in the State of Washing-
ton. I'm black, 27 years old, 
Aquarian, five feet, nine inches 
tall, 170 pounds. I hail from the 
nation's capital. 
The purpose for this corres-
pondence is in the hopes that 
your paper can aid me in the 
establishment of outside contact 
operation. . .-~~~---~-~~~~-=-~~-~-~=--~r-.:..------:i---, It has been my expenence that ,..- S ff ·-many persons who are involved Easter.neri ta with narcotics and drugs use the 
with any young lady who wishes . 
or would coAsider--corr-espan- .. , .. · ·· ·- ... · · 
dance with a prisoner. I write 
' 
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relatively quick and low risk 
11 
method of bicycle theft to 
supplement their ~egul~r 
method of financing their habit. 
Often boyfriends or girlfriends 
help in this endeavor. . 
11 It is important to lock or chain 
your bike and doing so certainly 
is an effective deterrant t9 theft. 
1
' I wish to point out, and several 
city residents will attest to the 
truth of the point, that the lock 
and the chain are not the 
absolute defense. In fact, ' they 
don't even slo.w down the 
practiced thief. Recently sev~ral 
hundred dollars worth of bikes 
were removed from a porch. The 
forged steel chain was left 
poetry and wouldn't mind send-
ing any of my poems to any voun~ 
lady' who's a poetry lover! 
Since my incarceration (two 
and a half years) my so called 
friends and acquaintances have 
shown their true loyalty by not 
writing letters to me except few 
and far apart. 
In my desperate attempt to 
reestablish myself in the reality 
of the outside I humbly implore 





Box No. 1000 
Steilacoom, Wash. 
98388 
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Primary.Candid.ates State Positions 
Citing the intramural program 
as the most important issue on 
campus today, junior Dave 
Breidenbach said, It's a must for 
weekends because of the limited 
activity out here on weekends. 
He wants to push the approval 
of a PUB tavern contract, calling 
it "a definite money-making 
proposition for the students." 
"I've had a lot of experience in 
student government," Breiden-
bach added, "four years in high 
school, and I have the time and 
desire to do the job." 
Breidenbach is running for 





"I'd like to see more intra-
murals because the average 
student isn't going to · play 
basketball against some guy 
who's 6'6" and plans to go 
professional," says AS Legisla-
ture candidate Bob Saling. 
"We should make AS funding 
of sports more beneficial to the 
entire student body," adds 
Saling. 
Saling, a senior majoring in 
Radio and TV, believes the AS 
"needs to get more information 
out to students about AS 
activities, and this flow of 





An unsuccessful candidate for 
the legislature last year, Saling 
served in student government at 
Col~mbia Basin College before 
d ' , transferring to · Eastern. 
"I am not making any prom-
ises, becallse I don't know what I 
am walking into," Sheilah Eagle 
Bear said in announcing her 
candidacy for AS Legislature 
position No. 5. 
The freshman economics ma-
jor claims she wants the position 
for the experience and because 
she wants to get involved. 
"I understand the As hasn't 
been working up to par for the 
last two years," Mrs. Eagle Bear 
commented, "and I wonder why 
it is falling apart." 
"At the beginning of this year, 
they seem to be having more 
problems with people leaving 
their positions, and I don't think 
it can be that bad." 




. . The primary election for candi-
dates for the Associated Stu-
dents wilt be held Oct. 16 from 7 
a.m. to 8 p.m. in the first floor of 
the Pence Uoion Building and 
Tawanka Commons;, 
. . Students should have some 
form of identification when they 
vote, according to Pat Hayes, AS 
president. 
. . These are the only six primary 
candidates who made them-
selves available for comment to 
the EASTERNER. 
. . The other candidates, as of 
press time, are Deborah K. 
Larson, Sophomore, Position 
Two; James "f omeo, Sophomore, 
Position Three; Barbara L. Van 
Fossen, Senior, Position Eight; 
Robin Gilbert, ~phomore, Posi-
tion 12; and Gordon Davis, 
Sophomore, Position 15. 




"My concern is that there 
should be more student involve-
ment at meetings, and hopefully, 
students will communicate with 
their legislators openly and 
without reservation," claims 
candidate John Sanchez, senior 
mathematics major. 
"I would empha~ize that both 
sides of an issue be evaluated 
fully," added Sanchez. 
Score With IJs 
At 
BILL'S TAVERN 
"THE MOSTEST FOR THE LEASTEST" 
Down Town Cheney 
.. WHERE fRIENDS MEET FRIENDS" 








" I want to see a stronger body 
of people working for peopletics 
and using pol itics as a tool," says 
AS Legislature candidate Harlan 
Eagle Bear. 
Eagle Bear, a sophomore 
political science major, believes 
"Eastern could be a lot bette; 
campus if we have . streng. 
representatives ,both on AS and 
the student body itself." 
About the college itself, Eagle 
Bear added, . "The institution 
should be held accountable for 
activities· that go on. I th ink it 
should take a more supportive 
stand on issues that have not 
surfaced. A lot of gripes have 
been ignored, such as .the 
drop-add . fee. It 1s ent irely ,too. 





" I prefer talking in my 
campaign," explains AS Legisla-
ture candidate Curhs Schnell, 
"Posters are usually alot of 
chatter." 
Interested. in AS financing, the 
. senior music major said he would 
" like to sit on ttie Budget 
Committee." 
"The school has a lot of money 
coming from students," notes 
Schnell, "and I want to know 
where the student money goes, 
who's getting what and how it's 
being spent." 
Favoring a bicameral · legisla -
ture, Schnell asked, "Wh·en the 
legislature is elected at large, 
who is the st'tident goi·ng to ·take 
his complaints to? " 
" I think it would . help to have 
half elected at large, and half for 
speci~ ic interest groups," he 
expla ined. 
Art Con·t·est 
• ~ • • • • • <I , 
Considered::·: 
. . 
A piece of legislat ion Glea ling 
with the creat ion of a studen.t-c;3r t . 
contest and pu rchase of the 
winning ·ent r:ies by the Associ -
ated Students will be· discussed · 
at the next AS Legislature 
meetrng Monday. 
The bill, drafted th is. last 
summer by. . Duane Gibbons, 
would establ ish· .an annual . art 
' show·, and compet ition among, 
Eastern s.tude.nts. caM.ed the AS 
Art Market: · ·. ·. · · . · . , . 
The works of art would be 
judged by a panel consist ing of 
two professional artists and the 
Student Union Board of C0ntrol. 
Prize-winn ing entries ·would be 
displayed in the PUB. 
Provision for prize money is. 
contai ned in' the legi'sl~tion, 
naming three prize·s of $150, 
$100, and $50 for first , second, 
and th ird prizes respect ively. 
AS president Pat Hayes 1s 
sol idly beh ind the idea proposed 
by the bill, bu t isn't positive that 
show should be helJ annually or 
quarterly. 
He said holding the contest 
quarterly rather than· annually 
might reduce incentive to enter 
because prizes would h, ve to be 
lowered . Qua rt erl y contests 
wou ld allow for a wider variety of 
art to be dis.played, though. he 
noted. 
II 
DON'T SWEAR· COMPARE 




Serving Cheney's Convenience Store Needs for 20 Years. 
At Lowest Possible Prices. 8 a.m.-10 p.m. daily (6p.m.-Sat.) 
235-4701 420 1st. 
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Human Rights Commissic ~ 
Pardini Faces Medina in Open Forum 
By Jim Wavada 
News Editor 
" During the two years that I 
have been with the Commission, 
I have used two subpoenas," 
claimed James Medina in de-
fense of the Washington State 
Human Rights Commission'f 
(HRC) use of subpoenas. 
Medina's rebuttal answered 
abuse -of -power allegations 
levelled by State Rep. A.J. "Bud" 
Pardini at an open -forum meet-
ing with the public Tuesday nigh1 
in the PUB. 
Pardini alleged the HRC has 
" overstepped the bounds and 
intent of human rights legisla-
tion ," and noted what he called 
" flaws" in the Commission 's 
operation. 
STATE REF\ A. J. 'Bud' Pardini 
.tak~$ notes during, the open 
forum on the Human Rights 
Commission held Tuesday night 
in . the PUB. (PHOTO: Rich 
Roddy) 
Blank Subpoenas? 
Pardini attacked the HRC 
practice of keeping blank sub-
poenas on hand for immediate 
use. He hinted that in some cases 
these subpoenas were used to 
intimidate employers or land-
lords to accept an HRC sett le-
ment of a discrimination dispute. 
"I can't answer for what other 
people do," said Medina, but 
added, "The intent of the Human 
Rights Commission is not to 
strong-arm." 
Medina explained that blank 
subpoenas are· kept on hand in 
local HRC offices to eliminate the 
delay and possible confusion of 
phone-ordered subpoenas. 
He emphasized that any 
subpoena he issues must first be 
clea red with a supervisor and 
the director of the Commission. 
Tribunals Attacked 
The HRC appoints a three-
member tribunal to hear cases in 
the event a conciliation cannot 
be reached between two parties 
to a .dispute. 
Pardini expressed his suspi-
cion that these tribunals may be 
less than impartial. He suggested 
that the tribunal would be 
improved if members were 
appointed public servants under 
pay. 
At present, however, tribunal 
members may be challenged by 
defendants and removed frpm 
the hearing, according to Medina. 
Citing complaints he received, 
Pardini criticized the process of 
appealing through Superior 
Court of a tribunal ruling. He 
pointed out that a defendant is 
not allowed to introduce new 
evidence in his appeal. 
Win or Lose, You Pay 
" The court can only rule on the 
proceedings that were taken by 
the tribunal," Pardini said, "and 
the defendant - win, lose or draw 
- pays." 
He said, "there is a situation 
here in Spokane that cost one 
man approximately $2,000 in 
attorney fees. He won his case. 
He did not discriminate. He 
finally had the order issued in his 
favor." 
Pardini supports reimburse-
ment of expenses to any 
defendant who wins his case 
before the tribunal or Superior 
Court. 
Checks and Balances 
" I want to make sure that 
there's a system of checks and 
balances. I want to make sure 
that Jim Medina doesn 't decide 
what is discrimination and what 
is not discrimination," Pardin i 
added. 
JAMES MEDINA, investigator tor 
the Spokane office of the 
Washington State Human Rights 
Commission, explained the com-
mission's function at the open 
forum. (PHOTO: Rich Roddy) 
Outdoor Recreation 
Hikes Rental Prices 
The Associated Students 
Legislature un animously ap-
proved a price increase Monday 
for Outdoor Programs which had 
been unconstitutionally in effect 
for the last two weeks. 
AS president Pat Hayes had 
told Outdoor Programs manager, 
Dennis Dole, to go ahead with 
the increase under the assump-
tion the legislature would ap-
prove it later, according to Dole. 
Dole said a refund would have 
been given to al l persons who 
paid the new prices if the 
legislature had later rejected the 
increases. 
Outdoor Programs rents t ents, 
sleeping bags, back packs, cook 
set s, snow shoes and other 
camping and backpacking gear. 
They had previously charged 
on ly for tent s, back packs, 
sleeping bags, and snow shoes 
and had required a maximum 
five dollar deposit for these 
items. 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
They now charge a deposit and 
rent for all items except first -aid 
kits, according to Dole. 
The reason for the increase, 
Dole said, is to allow the program 
to become self -sufficient. 
The program is being sup-
ported by $5900 in student 
funds this year, with much of this 
being used to increase its 
inventory. 
Dole hopes the price raise will 
generate enough revenue to 
keep stock well-equiped and in 
good condition so the students 
who use it will be the only ones 
paying for it. 
Pat Hayes sa id next year could 
be the last year the program will 
ask for funds from the Services 
and Activities Committee. 
Another reason for the in-
crease, according to Dole, is that 
$700 worth of eq uipment was 
stolen last year as a resu lt of the 
low renta l and deposit fees. 
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To that end, he is supporting 
bi -part isan legislation that he 
hopes will redefine the role and 
authority of HRC. 
Titled SB-3382, the bill is 
expected to offer a source of 
appeal that will allow the 
submission of new evidence and 
reimbursement of legal expenses 
should a defendant win his 
appeal. 
It would also include a 
clar ification of the controversial 
marital -status clause of the 
anti-discriminat ion law wh ich 
created H RC. 
Unwed Couples Housing 
A celebrated case at Ever-
green State College allowed for a 
short wh ile, unwed student 
couples to co-habitate in campus 
housing. 
Amendments to the anti-dis-
cr imination law quickly made 
colleges and other non-profit 
organizations an ~xception to 
that law, allowing them to t urn 
away unwed couples from cam-
pus housing. 
According to Pa rdini, this 
exception will probably be ex-
tended to private landlords. 
" I wou ld suspect that on a 
strict constitut ional basis, a 
landlord, under his r ight to 
possession of property, has the 
r ight to refuse to rent to people 
who are unmarr ied," Pardin i 
said, " Morals may change ; 
standards may change, eth ics 
may change, but I'm not sure 
that they have changed that 
much." 
"The legislat ure's original in-
struct ions were that, "you are to 
interpret these laws broadly," 
claimed Med ina, not ing that his 
agency was criticized for doing so 
in the Evergreen case. 
Pend ing passage of limit ing 
legislation, Medina added, "unt il 
such t ime, we are interpret ing 
this law broadly." 
Faculty News Notes 
EWSC 's Poet-In-Residence, 
and English professor, Dr. James 
J. McAuley, wil l have a new book 
of poems published in December. 
" After the Blizzard," is his 
fourth book of poetry, and 
contains 47 poems, some already 
published in the United States, 
Canada and Ireland. 
Dr. Kit Haynes, math profes-
sor, spoke to the faculty of 
Washington State University in 
thei r math department collo-
quium last Thursday on "lsoperi-
metric in Equality in the Plane." 
The October issue of Arts and 
Activities includes an article on 
masks by Karl R. Morrison, 
interim chairman of the Art 
Department. Photographs by the 
author depict masks made of 
drift wood, ceramic, ebony, reed, 
leather and wood. 
The June issue of the same 
magazine included his article 
entitled "Getting It All Togeth-
er," in which the use of recycled 
materials was advocated. 
Art objects by Chris Sublett, 
Assistant Professor of Art, were 
recent ly shown in the Museum of 
Contemporary Crafts in New 
York City, in a show entitled 
"Collector." 
The show is from collections by 
three nationally known individ-
uals. Sublett 's work is included 
in several collect ions within the 
United States. 
Bruce Douglas Beal, art de-
partment staff, will demonstrate 
pr intmaking techniques at the 
Folk Life section of Expo '74, 
during the week of October 14. 
Ear lier this month Beal had a 
one-man show of his prints at the 
Juniper Tree Gallery. 
Assistant Professor Dr. Greg-
ory W. Hawkins, art department, 
had an article publ ished in the 
Journal of Art Education entitled, 
"Influence of Technology on Art 
Education Literature." 
-------------------· ·-------- I 
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Menu Change In Store For Coyotes 
Professor Carl Gustavson With Specimens . 
What does one do in attempf-
ing to solve the fut ility of the 
age-old batt le between the 
coyote, the sheep and the 
wool -grower? 
Taste avert the coyote, of 
course, 
Professor Carl Gustavson of 
the Psychology Department, 
doing research on the problem, 
explained taste aversion is the 
phenomenon which inhibits an i-
mals, and people, from eat ing 
food that makes them sick, 
Gustavson monitors the feed-
ing habits of a pack of coyotes at 
Spokane's Walk-in-the-Wi ld Zoo 
to establish a " baseline" pattern. 
After this pattern is established, 
the coyotes are fed a "novel" 
food such as hamburger, laced 
with Lithium Chloride. 
Lithium Chloride, similar to 
table sa lt, is a non-toxic sub-
stance that causes sickness 
when taken by a coyote. The 
usual dose given the coyotes is 
two grams, Gustavson said. 
After the coyotes have recov-
ered and been put back on the 
baseline food, hamburger is 
again placed in thei r cage. This 
No more of this after taste aversion treatment 
Predators patiently wait. .. 
time without Lithium Chlor ide. 
Gustavson said, "They do 
everything but eat it." He said, 
. " They ignore it and try to remov·e 
it from their env ironment by 
burying it and turning their pans 
over on it." He said they also roll 
on it and urinate on it. 
Bait Package 
Experiments with sheep will be 
done somewhat the same way as 
those with hamburger, Gustav-
son said. The perfect ion of a 
" bait package" is the primary 
object ive. 
" What we are attempt ing to do 
here," Gustavson noted, "is to 
develop a ba it tha t will last in the 
_ environment and maintain the 
flavor of sheep." 
The critical difference between 
averting a coyote to t he taste of 
sheep and averting him to the 
taste of hamburger, is that eat ing 
something and killing something 
are essent ially different behav-
iors. 
He asked, "Will averting an 
animal to a flavor so that he will 
stop eating it also stop him from 
killing it? " 
With coyotes, the answer is 
yes. "If we develop an aversion to 
a flavor, we essentially stop him 
from attacking it, " he said. 
Field Evaluation 
When his funds run out next 
July, Gustavson hopes to have 
shown that bait packages can be· 
built , and also to have the results 
of one preliminary field evalua -
t ion on the effect of the 
techn ique. 
When asked how the research 
would be appl ied in the f ield, 
Gustavson answered that 
arrangements have been maee 
with a farmer who owns two 
herds of sheep. 
He said his team would 
evaluate predator losses for each 
herd, then choose the herd with 
the highest loss. After applying 
the taste aversion and bait 
package systems by placing 
packages in the field, Gustavson 
said they would search out as 
many sheep carcasses as possi -
ble. 
By ascertaining whether the 
sheep were killed by coyotes, or 
fed on by coyotes after they died, 
evaluations can be made to see if 
the methods are successfu l, he 
sa id. 
$80 million 
During a 20 year period 
between the early fif t ies and 
early seventies, $80 million wa s 
spent by the federal government 
on predator control. Gustavson 
said th is resu lted in a 60 percent 
drop in the coyot e populat ion of 
Montana and a 30 percent drop 
in the coyote population of Utah. 
During the same period pre-
dation went up one and one half 
percent in Montana, and drop-
ped one half percent in Utah. 
" So," Gustavson sa id, "what we 
got for $80 million was a bunch 
of dead coyotes." 
In explaining these st range 
f igures, Gustavson sa id, "A 
coyote takes advantage of what 
is avai lable to him." " Data wou ld 
suggest that some coyotes kill a 
lot of sheep and a lot of coyotes 
don't kill any sheep." " In other 
words," he said, " there may be 
some coyotes who are just pla in 
old 'dyed-in-the-woo l' sheep kil-
lers." 
Wool Growers 
Gustavson underscored the 
fact wool growers don't t reat t he 
problem light ly. He re lated an 
account of a wool grower who 
hired himself out as an aer ial 
gunner to the Wool Growers 
Associat ion. 
The gunner received a sa lary 
of $750 a month plus all the 
supplies needed. In add it ion he 
was pa id six dollars bounty fo r 
each coyote, whi le cash ing in the 
pelt s for $35 apiece. 
Gustavson said approximately 
three per cent of all lambs born 
are killed by coyotes. 
As a result of the·world market 
condit)9ns, the ind4stry, is, in 
. f inantial trouole and th'at figure 
is an amount that cannot be 
tolerated. 
The typical wool grower has 
between six and 10 thousand 
ewes (female sheep), who ought 
to produce between 12 and 15 
thousand lambs, he said. Multiply 
by $20 a head, and the loss to 
one grower is about $8000 a 
year. 
" But," Gustavson added, "that 
grower is just as likely not to 
have lost a single head or to have 
lost 25 per cent of his herd." The 
losses are sporadic, hitting one 
grower one year and another 
grower the next. 
Story and photos by Jeff Lorello Associate Editor 
... For unsuspecting prey 
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One Opinion 
Thespians: Toot Your Horn 
By Beverly Vorpahl 
Managing Editor 
Openirfg night of "Come Blow 
Your Horn," in the campus 
theatre, was a fun, funny 
experience. 
One laughable line followed 
another, and by audience reac-
tion the lines were well deliver-
ed. 
Alan Baker, played by Wayne 
Boulac, does not like the carbon 
copy he has made of his 
inexperienced, naive, younger 
brother, Buddy, portrayed by 
Skip Frazier. 
How's My Life? 
Alan's efforts exceed his 
ambition to teach Buddy the 
ropes of bachelorhood, and in the 
third act he accuses Buddy of 
living his life. 
"Am I enjoying it?" he asks 
sarcast1eally, while his own life 
hits a depressing low. 
Alan is described by his father 
(Charles Gassett) as a "bum." 
"Why am I a bum?" 
"Are you married?" 
"No." 
"Then you're a bum." 
The entire cast was fired -up 
for their performances, a repeat 
from the summer quarter, and 
seemed to excel as the play 
moved a long. 
Laughing Matter 
Special plaudits must go to 
Charles Gassett for his profes-
sional portrayal of the senior Mr. 
Baker. His tempo, dialect, timing, 
mannerisms and delivery are 
just plain funny. You can't help 
but laugh at him. 
Boulac is a believable, hand-
some man-about-town with his 
character. Some of his better 
lines come with his telephone 
conversations and sparring with 
his parents. 
"Whiz" Kid 
Skip Frazier looked innocent 
and youthful when the play 
opened with his toe-stubbing 
ways and remarks of "gee whiz." 
He displays a more knowledge-
able Buddy in the third act 
equally well. 
Marilee Campbell's forte 
seems to be comedy. This is the 
best role I have ever seen her do. 
She is relaxed and natural. And 
funny. 
Popping Performance 
"I was Miss Automatic Toaster 
for the Electrical Appliance 
Convention. I popped up , and 
sang, and after the show, two 
salesmen tried to butter me." 
Jane Gasdick displays the 
stereo-type Jewish mother who 
insists food is the answer to all 
problems. 
Helen Mcconville only gets to 
come inside the door for her role, 
but receives a big laugh when 
she makes her entrance. 
Elaborate Set 
As usual, the set was spectacu-
lar. The view from the 27th floor 
of fog-shrouded New York at 
night sets the scene. The action 
takes place in an expensive 
apartment on 60th Ave., and the 
set looks the part. It was · 
designed by a former student, 
James L. Herrmann. 
The Neil Simon comedy is 
directed by Dr. R. Boyd Devin, 
chairman of the department. The 
show will run October 10, 11 and 
12. Curtain time is 7: 30. Tickets 
can be obtained free at the 
Information Counter in the PUB. 
This review is just one 
person's opinion. Why not attend 
and see if you agree with it . 
CONCEPTUAL ARTIST Kenneth Friedman will be Adjunct Professor 
of Art here from October 11 through October 22. ( Contributed 
Photo) 
The Easterner- Thursday,Octoberl0,1974 
"He's a bum." Charles Gassett, center, says of his "son," Skip Frazier, right, to Jane Gasdick as Wayne 
Boulac, left, looks on. They are part of the cast of .. Come Blow Your Horn," appearing at the Campus 
Theatre October 10, 11 and 12. 
Conceptual Artist Named Adiunct Prof. 
By Beverly Vorpahl 
Managing Editor 
Conceptual Artist Kenneth 
Friedman will be Adjunct Profes-
sor of Art on campus from 
October 11 through October 22, 
William D. Thomas, chairman of 
the Lyceum Committee an-
nounced. 
The title of Adjunct Professor 
of Art is an honorary title given 
by the Board of Trustees 
enabling Friedman to work with 
the students during his stay. 
"He will be delivering lectures 
to classes, working with stu-
dents, and participating with 
them on some work he is doing," 
Dr. Greg· Hawkins, chairman of 
the Art D~partment, said .. 
Art Exhibitor 
Friedman has had 12 one-
artist exhibitions in North Amer-
ica and Europe, including shows 
at The Oakland Museum, The 
Vancouver Art Gallery and The 
Henry Gallery of The University 
of Washington. 
His work has been included in 
over 100 major invitational 
shows and biennials around the 
world. 
Public Art 
In recent years his work has 
been oriented toward bringing 
the active involvement of the 
public into the realm of the arts. 
From this desire to stimulate 
public involvement evolved the 
"Omaha Flow Systems," a mail 
art project. 
"I designed a show which 
would provide a flow of informa-
tion growing, changing, maturing 
and regressing along with the 
flow of my life," Friedman said. 
"Naturally, for a show of this 
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nature, it seemed logical to take 
a year, sending in the show at 
interval by mail. As it came 
about, some friends who are part 
of that life heard about it, and 
asked to send things in. And, in 
the course of allowing my life to 
happen, I let the invitation go 
abroad until hundreds of people. 
were joining me in my show." 
As a result, "Ken Friedman 
and Friends in Process," is a 
presentation of the intersections 
parallels and interstices of 
mutual labors in the arts. 
Flow Systems 
"My artwork was the creation 
of the idea and the systems," 
Friedman said, "and after some 
time drawing up proposals ideas 
and plans, 'my' art - the systems 
itself - was done, and The Omaha 
Flow Systems itself began." 
The citizens of Omaha were 
invited to come to the museum to 
take what they wanted, leave 
something behind in exchange, 
and contact the artists whose 
work they took. 
Ken Friedman is a graduate of 
California Western University, 
Shimer College and San 
Francisco College. 
In addition to his one-man 
shows, Friedman has had group 
shows in California, Spain, Eng-
land, Nova Scotia, Canada, 
Argentina and Germany. 
He is listed in "Who's Who in 
MEN I - WOMEN I 
. JOBS ON SH I PS I No experience 
required. Excellent pay. World-
wide travel. Perfect summer iOb 
or career. Send $3.00 for informa-
tion. SEAFAX, Dept. u-9, P.O. Box 
2049, Port Angeles, Washington 
98362. 
FOR SALE 
'72 Vega; 1 Owner 
30,000 Mi. 
Extras: ET Wheels & 4 
E.xtra Wheels & Studded 
Snow Tires. Plus 8 Trk 
Tape Player 
Ph. 235-6410 evenings. 
American Art," "Who's Who in 
the West," "Dictionary of Inter-
national Biography," "Interna-
tional -Dictionary of the Arts," 
"International Who's Who in 
Poetry," and others. 
Friedman will be guest lectur-
er for the Lyceium Committee at 
Showalter Auditorium. October 
22 between 10 a.m. and noon. 
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CRIME CHECK 
lwo Girrls Assaulted 
. . Two campus women were assaulted in separate incidents in their 
dorms early last week. . . 
About 1 a.m. Monday a girl in Dressler ~woke to !ind a man m h~r 
room standing over her stroking her hair. Accord1~g to sources in 
Dressler she attempted to scream but the man put his hand over her 
mouth. He then fled. 
He was described as being of medium build and had a ·reddish 
blond afro. · . 
The second incident involved a girl taking a shower in Pearce. A 
man apparently grabbed at the girl while she had soap in her face. 
She screamed and he fled. 
The only description of him said ~e had str.aight black hair. · 
A 'peeping tom', described as being a white mal~, ~bou.t lt>O 
pounds with long, fuzzy hair, was discovered by a Janitor m the 
women's locker room of the Fieldhouse, Oct. 1. 
The janitor asked the man what he was doing t~er~. He replied, 
"I'm a plumber," and then fled, according to the Janitor. A roll of 
polaroid film was found at the scene. 
Three women claim their wallets were stolen from t~eir dormitor.y 
rooms the same night. Two women from Streeter descr!bed a suspect 
as a white male, about 165 pounds, with lo~g bushy hair and a ~eard. 
Another woman in Morrison Hall described a man about six feet 
tall, 160 pounds with long fuzzy hair. 
LOVE 'IS 
Love is a giving thing, 
so give the gift of love 
... a Keepsake diamond ring. 
Choose from perfect solitaires, 
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Professoris' Prerogative 
Hey Doc! Cut the Crap . 
This column is an open forum forefinger. His fly gaping open, of Apass1onata,. breakin~ the 
for all EWSC professors. The unnoticed by himself and the thumb and forefinger of his left 
opinions expressed are those of students. . hand: . . 
the writer and not necessarily Softly, Enk arose and walked Erik Steele took .the a~t1v,ty 
those of The Easterner. quietly to the front of the roo~ cooly and yelled again- ~1rectly 
stopping just to the left and in at Forkwort, "Cut the shit, Doc. Martin D. Mumma 
Associate Professor 
Geology Department 
Apassionata von Climax sat in 
the front row, twitching thirteen 
feet of exposed leg in rhythm 
with the strangely melodic 
droning of Professor Clyde P. 
Forkwort's discussion on some 
little-known and totally irrele-
vant subtlety of communication 
dymanics. 
Her head nodded occasionally 
in drowsy reverie and her chin 
bounced softly off her ample 
bosom, sending tiny enticing 
ripples of short duration across 
her less restricted left breast. 
Professor Forkwort was seem-
ingly oblivious to Apassionata. 
Jock Strongthigh, behind and to 
the left of von Climax was 
already asleep and the lecture 
was scarecly nine minutes old. 
Even Apassionata's earthly trea-
sures were no persuasion for 
Jock against the incessant 
droning of the mild professor, an 
expert in communication and 
highly respected for his publica-
tion in the field. 
As a matter of fact, everyone in 
the class but Erik Steel was 
either outright asleep or nodding 
inattentively. Erik, however, was 
alert, awake, even excited over 
what was taking place. 
He had a plan, formulated 
slowly over the preceeding eig~t 
weeks of the quarter. Now 1t 
looked as if it might come to 
fruition. Erik had gone into 
disciplined training to carry out 
his scheme. He was in excellent 
·condition. His knuckles and heels 
of his hands were calloused and 
hard from practice in karate. His 
slight, wiry body was like 
ribboned steel, and he moved 
with lightning determination. 
Then it happened. The last 
heavy-eyed student fell asleep. 
Finally the key ingredient in 
Erik's plan fell into place. Prof. 
C.P. Forkwort talked himself to 
sleep. There he stood beside the 
podium. Right arm on the 
lectern, unused chalk still clasp-
ed loosely between the index and 
RESEARCH 
CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE 
$2.75 per page 
Send now for latest catalog. En-
close $2.00 to cover return post-
age. 
- ESSAY SERVICES 
57 Spodina Ave., ~uito #208 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
(4161 366-6549 
front of the nubile von Climax We're tired of all that crap." 
and· the tuporic Forkwort. He Immediately his plea was 
silently lifted one of the move- taken up by Jock, always a ~ood 
able desks, while simultaneously follower, and who had regained 
focusing his awareness totally himself by then. Others joined in, 
within the action he was seeming giving vent to frustra-
planning. tions too long denied. 
Now he was set. Every fiber A cry of "Throw the bastard 
screamed readiness. out," rang out. Someone scream-
With uncommon force he ed, "hang him, hang him." This 
yelled "HEY DOC! CUT THE last desire quickly gained mo-
CRAP! ! " At the same time he mentum. 
tossed the desk in the air and . . Jock grabbed the prof from the 
before it landed, he yelled floor and lifted him to the 
explosively, "SUZUKI!!" and pod ium. Von Climax instantly 
gave it a vicious kick with the ball tore off her panty hose and deftly 
of his right toe. It splintered in fashioned nooses on the foot 
mid-air with tremendous racket. area of each leg. Eager hands 
The writing arm flew up im- attached the nooses around 
mediately in front of Steele and Forkwort's wrist and before fu ll 
he instantly broke it in half once realization of what they were 
and then again with lightening doing hit them, the crotch of 
chops of left, then right heels of Apassionata 's panty hose hatj 
his hands. Each powerful blow been secured astraddle a pen-
accompanied by hissed grunts of dant light fixture and Forkwort 
first, "KAWASAKI!" then, " HOr~- was hoisted tJP and left hanging. 
DA!!" (Expletives used on such His shirt was r ipped open, 
occasions.) buttons flying all over the room, 
The effect on the class was and his trousers and shorts were 
frightening and completely un- pulled down and left dangling 
· anticipated by Erik. Apassionata around his ankles. 
slipped s·pradle-legged, scream- Steele attached a note to the 
ing to the floor. professor's chest with a thumb 
Strongthigh, believing the tack. It read : "NO MORE 
quarterback had just called a DIALECTICAL SHIT." Then, all 
reddog, charged through the quietly left the room. 
front row of desks gathering up A curious thing happened next. 
two with him on his way toward a Contrary to the way one might 
head-on colision with the assume the professor would 
blackboard. The board cracked, react in such trying circumstanc-
Jock reeled backward, gathered es he smi led faintly in seeming 
his wit and charged again. satisfaction. His eyes were misty. 
This time he was successful in At last. At last students had been 
completely dismantling one sec- aroused. They had shown inte-
tion of board and loosening those rest. He had been challenged. 
adjoining either side. In the rear And if it never happen~d agai~, 
row, Mortimer Potassinick awoke he would always consider his 
with a start, kicking Cletus teaching career had been suc-
Clavilick forward from his chair cessful. 
onto the floor where he smashed On the . way down the stairs 
his nose into the back of Sara from the classroom Steele over-
Clevage's head, bloodying both.. heard Dean Highcastl~ rem?rk to 
Over by the window, Amy Kissbottom, the President s as-
Petrusick peed her panties. sistant that he had not seen 
The good doctor, startled from Forkwort around as ~uc~. as 
his torpor, stepped forward from usual. K1ssbottom replied, Oh, 
the lecturn, lost his orientation I'm certain he is hanging around 
completely and crashed on top somewhere." 
ROTC Enrollment Rises 
Total enrollment for ROTC iiOTC, said recruiting efforts are 
went up 21 percent compared centered on incoming students. 
with this time last year, accord- Capt. Albert Bai ley, r iflery 
ing to Lt. Col. Emilie Zamora, instructor, said, ··the ROTC 
Eastern's new Reserve Officer program here is designed to hel.P 
Training Corps ( ROTC) Com- men and women develop their 
manding Officer. leadership abil ities and to pro-
Zamora cited freshman , vide opportunit ies for travel, 
sophomore, and junior enroll - challenge and responsibi lities, 
ment increases a.s the deter- after graduation." 
minin~ factors. Ninety-two are Zamora named some events 
currently enrolled. for the coming quarter : the 
Maj. Kelly Hudson said, "po~i- EWSC Invitational Rifle Match 
tive attitudes of students and Oct. 19, a blood drive Nov. 7 and 
Our research service is sold teachers has done nothing but . 8, and a Turkey Shoot between 
for research assistance only. increase the ROTC enrollment." Nov. 25 and 27. 
· Hudson, recruiting officer for ~----------~ -------------~ r--------- t 
t CLEANING-PRESSING- TAILORING t 
f Let tis Restore The Like New Look To You.r Old Garments f 
f Instead ot Replacing Them. I 
I WeAlsoF.eature Cl.ean-OnlyServlce t 
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Chinese Students Exhibit Native Art 
Better international friendship 
through cultural understanding 
inspired the mother and daugh-
ter team of Yu -Kuang Liu and 
Wei-Chung Chang to arrange an 
exhibit of traditional Chinese 
artwork in the Spokane City 
Library, W. 906 Main St. 
Ms. Janet Miller, head of the 
Fine Arts Department at the 
library, worked with the pair to 
time the showing to correspond 
with the Chinese independence 
day, Double Ten Day, Oct. 10. 
The exhibit of Chinese painting 
and calligraphy has been on 
public display since Oct. 2 and 
will remain on display through 
Oct. 31. 
Materials used in the produc-
tion of these paintings are from 
original Chinese formulas. The 
black ink is made from the ashes 
of a tree and the watercolor is 
made from certain rocks found 
on the mainland, according to 
Yu-Kuang Liu. 
There are different types of 
papers depending on the style in 
which one wishes to paint, all are 
mounted on silk that is specially 
made for art, she said. 
Information about Chinese 
art is included in the exhibit for 
people wishing to understand 
more of what they are viewing. 
Yu-Kuang Liu came to Eastern 
last fall and is majoring in art. 
Previous to her enrollment at 
Eastern she spent four years 
working on a degree in literature 
at Tan-Chiang College in Taipei. 
Born in Manchuria, a northern 
province of China, she moved to 
Taiwan after the Communists 
took control of the mainland. 
This year her two daughters, 
Wei-Chung Chang and Wei-ping 
Chang, joined her at Eastern. 
Wei-Chung has a B.A. in sociology 
from the National Chung Hsing 
University in Taipei, the capital 
of the Republic of China. She is 
presently taking art courses at 
Eastern. 
In connection with her mother 
and sister's exhibit, Wei-ping 
gave a recital of Chinese classical 
music on a Zither, a Chinese 
string instrument, at the 
Spokane City Library Oct. 9. She 
is also attending Eastern. 
PART OF ART DISPLAY to be hung in the Spokane Public Library, mother Yu-Kuang Liu at their home. The display will run through 
W906 Main St., is displayed by Wei-Chung Change, left, and her October 31. (PHOTO: Rich Roddy) 
Alumni May Soon Become Self Sufficient 
Yu-Kuang said, "It is important 
to understand another country's 
art in order to promote better 
friendship between the two 
countries. Art is an international 
language.'' 
Art Conf ere nee 
The Annual Fall Conference of 
the Washington Art Association 
will be hosted by EWSC, Friday, 
October 11, according to Dr. 
Gregory Hawkins, chairman. 
Hawkin s, assistant professor 
of art here, said the program will 
feature conceptua l artist Ken 
Friedman of Santa Barbara, Ca. 
who will speak on the theme, 
"Man and Art : Toward a 
Humane Environment" at 11 
a.m. in the EWSC Music Building 
Recital Hall. 
By the end of this school year 
the Eastern Washington State 
College Alumni Association could 
become financially self-sufficient, 
if the EWSC Board of Trustees 
phase-out program is followed. 
Two years ago the Alumni 
Association received one dollar 
per full -time student from the 
Student Services and Activities 
Fund. The amount allocated has 
been gradually reduced so that 
by the end of this year the 
association will no longer receive 
funds from the college. 
Fred S. Johns, vice-president 
for business and management, 
said the AS Legislature request -
ed the phase out because 
students felt the Alumni Associ -
ation should be self -sufficient. 
Johns commented that until he 
moved to Washington he had 
never heard of a college alumni 
DOUBLE TEN DAY 
10% Off on All Cash Purchases. 
One Day Only Oct. 10 
CHENEY DEPT. 
STORE 415 1st St. 
association being funded by the 
school. 
All the others were funded by 
dues paid by association mem-
bers, he said. 
Dick Soss, Alumni Association 
president, said Eastern's associ-
ation will now be funded by dues 
and or contributions paid by the 
members. 
Parchment to Plague 
When asked what the effects of 
the cutback would be Soss 
replied, "We' ll have to cut back 
where money was available but 
won't be now." 
Some of the cutbacks include 
giving honor students a parch-
ment certificate rather than a 
plaque. Winners of the Alumni 
Association Scholarship will not 
be entertained at an awards 
dinner, but will receive their 
awards at an Alumni Association 
Board of Directors meeting. 
The main problem of the 
association has been communi-
cation between alumni and 
students, according to Soss. The 
The school has been growing 
so fast the Alumni Association 
hasn't been able to change it's 
programs fast enough to keep 
up, he said. He felt the school 
was "solidifying in size" so the 
association could function more 
effectively. 
"The Alumni Association is a 
yearly public relations endeavor 
to acquaint people with Eastern 
through efforts to attract stu-
dents to Eastern," he said. 
This includes high school 
counselor workshops and 
keeping the state legislature 
informed of the needs and 
problems of Eastern, according 
to Soss. 
McGEORGE SCHOOL CF LAW 
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC 
SACRAMENTO CAMPUS 
April 15, 1975 is .application deadline for 
first-year students seeking juris doctor 
degree in 3-year Day or 4-year Evening . 
program beginning in September 1975. 
PRE-LAW DISCUSSION FOR PROSPECTIVE LAW STUDENTS 
DATE: Wednesday TIME: 
October 16 
FOR APPOINTMENT 
OR FURTHER INFORMATION 
1 : 30 to 3: 30 PlACE: Placement Office 
Forrest M. Amsden 
Career Planning & Placement 
Placement Office 
:fhursday,·October •lO, 19V4 
Rocky, Yes or No? 
In My Opinion 
Do you think Nelson Rockefeller 
should be confirmed as Vice 
President? 
Ruth Oblack, senior, Business 
major 
"Yes. I think President Ford 
has given quite a bit of thought 
picking him as a candidate. I 
think he will make a good Vice 
President, and it doesn't matter 
to me that he has a lot of money. 
He has had a lot of experience in 
politics." 
Auturo Maria, freshman, Psy-
chology 
Roy Abshire, senior, English 
"No. Definitely not. At the risk 
of sounding over-cautious, I think 
any man that has the monetary 
handling he has, has to many 
obligations to too many people to 




Homecoming events will be 
scored on a point system this 
year. The organization accruing 
the most points will win a keg of 
their favorite beverage. 
The chairpersons, Debbie 
Malgesine, Karen Pruitt and 
Dave Rowe have named Home-
coming Week "Spirits" week. 
· "We are hoping for a lot of 
enthusiasm, and the most en-
thusiastic group will win a keg of 
spirits," Rowe said. 
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THE OFFENDING ROACHES! These marijuana cigarette butts, found in an ashtray in "The Fusion" 
Friday morning, were part of the reason for closing the club. (PHOTO: Rich Roddy) 
Marijuana Roaches Close 'Fusion' 
A PUB door open at midnight 
and marijuana roaches in an 
ashtray sparked a controversy 
that ended "The Fusion," a 
service that manager Don Taylor 
had called "a new concept in 
campus entertainment." 
At midnight Thursday, campus 
safety officer Lloyd Jones dis-
covered the rear door of the 
Fusion open and an ashtray 
containing several marijuana 
butts on a table. 
PUB manager Curt Huff im-
mediately closed the room, 
(formerly the 'Den'), saying, 
"The Fusion is no more." Huff's 
decision was supported by Sgt. 
Larry Montague, Campus Safety, 
and Allen Ogdon, Disciplinary 
Officer. 
Violations Cited 
"We can't tolerate this. We 
won 't tolerate it," said Montague. 
Citing a similar occurance in 
the Field House last year, Ogdon 
stated, "We had people v iolating 
not only campus, Qut State and 
Federal law. If th is (The Fusion ) 
is promoting this kind of activity, 
the act ivity has to go." 
" But I certainly wou ld be 
opposed," he added, " to a few 
being allowed to create a 
problem that wa~ punitive to the 
rest o_f the, people on car:iip~~·." 
"I think he has good experi-
ence which is necessary for the 
type of job that the Vice 
President is suppose to do. As far 
as I have read about the man, I 
think he is qualified. The job of 
Vice President is the second 
most important job in the world, 
in my opinion, and the second 
best man in the world should 
have that job." 
AS Supports GI Bill Hike 
Fusion ma,nager Don Tci;y lor 
agreed that closure of the ~lub 
punished the student body for 
the actions of a few and termed 
as "weak-minded" anyone who 
" thinks he can stop a person 
from smoking dope if he wants 
to." · . 
Taylor claims he was not in t he 
club "during the t ime that any 
dope-smok ing was going on. You 
known damn well that I would n't 
let them smoke dope in front of 
.Jim Fitzgerald, sophomore, Agri-
culture Mechanization 
"No. Because the two people 
who are in office have never run 
for an office, and I think probably 
another election should have 
By Jeff Lorello through both Houses on Tuesday 
Associate Editor and come before President Ford 
During a meeting at which on Friday. They said they have no 
most bills introduced were leads on whether Ford will veto 
referred to committee, the or sign the bill. 
Associated Student Legislature Committee Report 
Monday, passed unan imously a This year's first Standing 
proposal to send a letter to Legislative Committee Report 
President Fo~d in support of the came in with the Student Welfare 
Veterans Education Assistance Committee ca ll ing for surveys of 
Bill. students with regard to changes 
The letter read : " ... Realizing and improvements in the PUB. 
both the problems of inflation Another proposal by the commit -
and that of a veteran attempt ing tee, concern ing changes in the 
to attend an institution of higher ·policy of the PUB rental for 
educat ion on a limited income, dances, was referred to the 
we endorse t he concept of the Student Union Board of Control 
proposed increase, particularly (SUBOC) for further study. 
the extension of benefits from 36 A Housing Authority budget 
months to 45 months, an request for $750 for th ree 
increase in the monthly allot- dances this year was urged by 
ment to 23 percent, and a Pat Hayes to be sent to the 
Veteran's Loan Fund in which Finance Committee for review. 
each Veteran could -oof'row··-··oenTiTs BfiH'idt; ·act ing Chairman 
$600.00." of SUBOC proposed the bill not, 
Sources at Eastern's VA Office "even be considered." He said, 
said they expect the Bill to go " the Authority does not function 
worth a damn." The bill was sent 
to the Finance Committee for 
further considerat ion. 
Appointments 
Continuing their flow of new 
appointments for the school year 
the Legislature cont irmed the 
selection of Michael Heavener 
and Jim Wall ingford to the 
Publicat ions Board, and Dave 
Breidenback and Mike Westly to 
the Student Union Board of 
Control. 
Also appointed were Garv 
Nisker and Mark D. Gregg to the 
Student Needs Task Force, and 
Bill Loomis to the Political Act ion 
Committee. 
The Legislature concluded 
appointments by approving Ron 
Armstrong as informat ion Agent 
and Pat Malone to the Under-
graduate Affairs Committee. 
my face." .~ 
Huff Defends Closure 
Defend ing the closure, Huff 
said, " We opened it on a trial 
basis. I've received complaints. 
Because of the equ ipment ( ste-
reo gear ), we only had it opened 
when there were people to watch 
it.. 
" It was free during the hours 
that he (Taylor ) could t9 there," 
Huff added. 
Questioning Huff's ac t ion Tay-
lor commented, " I received quite 
a few suggestions from him. To 
ha·1e so much invest ment and 
encouragement from Curt Huff 
and then have him close it 
(Fusion) ... I just don ' t know." 
Huff st ressed that the room is 
stil l going to be used on an even t 
basis, referring to Wednesday 
night 's Coffee House and other 
activ ities that PUB custodians 
supervise. 
--------z..--.....-, F "d ~ ---- •• a.a....: ·n ay r ~ 
Afternoon Club .2 Showalt~s Hall 
--------- .,_.;r,l,r" 
Showalters Hall ·5 
.,,,. s- - , -4"" SANDWICHES '1 25 
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Women's ·-volleyball Season 0.pens. 
• . - ·· I \ \ 
Ailene Samuels Diane Johnson Debbie Williams 
> 
Leanne Schneider Diana Williams Paula Strout 
,,,, -
Nancy ·stevenson Barb Wilkerson Jeri Lloyd 
! 
•· 
Jill Ericson Karol Widener Tonie Chacon 
•• Lorinda Girault Cindy Stair 
WOMEN'S VARSITY VOLLEYBALL at Eastern will be represented by these nineteen players when the 
season opens this Saturday at Ellensburg. Coach Beth Parsons will field two teams, A & B, from these 
llayers during the year. (PHOTOS: Jim Elliott) . 
~~cxx:>e<X:tic=O=ie:X:>QCH:Xx:lO=ie::>r',CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC=cccc~ 
1974 E~stern Washington State College Women;s Volleyball Schedule I 
Oct. 12 UW, WSU, WWSC, Seattle Pacific, CWSC at Ellensberg, CWSC 
Oct. 18 & 19 U of Victoria, UBC, WSU, UW, Pac. Lutheran at Seattle, UW 
Oct. 25 & 26 OCE, U of Ore., Portland State, OSU, EOC, at Portland, PSU 
Oct. 26 SFCC, Gonzaga, North Idaho College, PI NE LEAGUE, at SFCC 
Nov. 1 & 2 EASTERN AREA NCWSA, Wash., Id., Mont., Ore. at Spokane 
Nov. 5 SFCC, PINE LEAGUE at SFCC 
Nov. 8 & 9 WSU, CWSC, Notre Dame, U of Mont., Mont. St., at Missoula 
Nov. 12 North Idaho College, PINE LEAGUE AT Cheney, EWSC 
Nov. 14 Whitworth, PINE LEAGUE at Whitworth 
Nov. 15 & 16 Flathead, Notre Dame, PSU, PLU, Boise St., U of I, at WSU 
Nov. 19 Gonzaga, PINE LEAGUE AT Cheney, EWSC 
Nov. 23 U of Idaho at Cheney, EWSC TENTATIVE 
Nov. 29 & 30 AIAW Qualifying Tournament at Eugene, Ore., U of 0. TENTATIVE 
Dec. 5-7 NCWSA Tournament at Pu llman, WSU 
~=ccccccccccccc=~========================== 
Debbie Lewis Jolene Graham 
Sylvia Udell HEAD COACH Beth Parsons 
Eastern On The Road 
For Volleyball Match 
By Jim Elliott 
Sports Editor 
Ending three weeks of grueling practice sessions, Eastern 
Washington State's women's volleyball team will have their first 
match of the season Saturday against five teams at Ellensberg. 
The Eagles will compete 
against the University of Wash-
ington, Washington State Univer-
sity, Western Washington State and Sylvia Lidell. They will team 
College, Seattle Pacific, and with 14 other women to compose 
Central Washington State Col- the two teams that will represent 
lege at Central's campus. Eastern .this year in the Pine 
The matches will consist of League and tournament play. 
each team playing the other in Strout said "practice is easy, it 
two games for a .total of five is the conditioning that is hard." 
matches and ten games. Two She said last year's squad was 
games are usually played in probably a little more experienc-
about a half hour with an hour's ed. She has been playing for five 
rest before continuing each years and when asked why she 
match. likes volleyball she said, "it's a 
Head coach Beth Parsons . has neat sport!" 
stressed conditioning these first Parsons has developed a 
three weeks and said she has to, system where the players choose 
"because I have a responsobility the team starters. She says "they 
to keep them from getting hurt." are good at that and can pick out 
That conditioning has consist- the good players." 
ed in running steps, push-ups, No Recruiting 
sit-ups, running about a mile and The Association of lntercolle-
half to two miles a day, and giate Athletics for Women has a 
working with weights twice a national rule for all women's 
week. sports that active recruiting is 
While practicing a move called not permitted by member colleg-
a collapse, where the player must es. Parsons said this rule is to 
fall and roll on their backside, avoid the "recruiting hassles 
Parsons pushed her players on that men's athletics have had." 
with the encouraging phrase, She said the rule prevents her 
"you will be bruised for awhile from approaching women ath-
but you'll get tough." letes concerning attendance at 
So for anyone who thought Eastern, but she may send 
volleyball, especially women's, literature to interested athletes 
was just the pitty-pat of a little should they, request it. 
white sphere over the net will "The best recruiting is an 
have to watch the 1974 Eagles in excellent program. That is my 
action. program selling point," Parsons 
Returning Veterans said. She added that her 
This year's squad has only assistant coach, Irene Matlock, 
three returning veterans in has been a tremendous asset to 
Paula Strouf, Barb Wilkerson, the program at Eastern. .............................................. • • ! LOWEST EVERY.DAY PRICES ON i 
! All 6.98 Us~J£21.~~ -~ -~~~~s.4.69 =. 
• . $ • 
• All 7. Y8 list Tapes • . . . • . • . • • . . • • . • • 5. 99 · • • • i. BUDGET ! 
! liAPES & RECORDS : 
• • : SPOKANE N. I212 HAMILTON 489-8135 ; • • 
~···········································~ 










sports , Eastern Ore. 2-0-0 3-1-0 I Oregon Col. 1-1-0 1-2-0 
Central Wash. 1-0-1 1-1-1 
Southern Ore. 0-0-0 2-1-0 
Men's Gymnastics Ore. Tech. 0-1-1 0-2-1 
WesternWash. 0-1-0 0-2-1 
V T p & • Eastern Wash. 0-1-0 0-3-0 ,~oung eam rac,11ces --....v.~ 
For Tough CO~petition Owls Neit 
ByDaveCarter F~iday we work on a weight Eaale Foe 
Sports Writer program that includes military, I, 
Eastern's men's gymnastics bench, and leg press. We also run 
team is in its third year of build about a mile and a half a day," 
up and head coach Jack Bensen Benson said. 
said the young team should do He said the team begins 
well against the Evergreen training for the events by 
Conference teams but will face working on a few basic exercises 
tough going against some of the that ~re new and then work on · 
Pacific Eight teams. the basic mount, movements in 
"We have the basis for an between, and the dismounts. 
excellent team with lettermen These are basic exercises that 
Ken Rux, Chris Bolkan, and Al the freshmen and new gymnasts 
Smith. Rux and Smith are both practice. 
good all-around men and Bolkan Benson said the advanced 
specializes on the rings and gymnast work on their own style 
horizontal bars," Benson said. and techniques as they develop 
He expects promising fresh- from the basic exercises. 
men Curt Luhrs, Dave Sealy, Meets Set 
Curt Nagashima, ~nd Dave The Eagle gymnast will open 
Millard to add to the teams their season at Eastern on 
overall performance this year. . November 15 against Washing-
Luhrs is an excellent side- ton State University. They will 
horse man and competes on the have about 14 meets this year 
parallel bars while 'Nagashima is with competition against teams 
an all-around competitor. like the University of Washing-
Two Eagle gy'mnasts who did ton, University of British Colum-
not have previous gymnastic bia, Portland State University, 
traning in high school are Curt and Oregon State University . . 
Steinheiser and sophomore Unlike most team sports at the 
Marty RusK. Benson said they intercollegiate level, gymnastics 
are beginning to show quality in counts total meet scoring for 
their events. teams and individuals before 
Events Explained progressing on to national com-
Benson explained the all- petition. · · · · 
around events as consisting of "A team must score at least 
six Olympic exercises. These are 135 points in meet competition 
the floor exercise, side-horse, · and an individual at least 80 
parallel bars, horizontal bars, points before they can compete 
long horse vaulting. and rings. in the National Association of 
"We are trying to push the Intercollegiate Athletics' Gym-
athletes into tme all-around nasties Championship," Benson 
events but sometimes we have a explained. 
gymnast that would be good for He said 80 is "not super but is 
the rings but too stiff for floor good," and when an individual 
exercises,'' Benson said. can score "in the 90s then they 
Since most of the events are really something." 
require a great deal of strength, · The scoring is done by 4 judges 
Benson said an emphasis is with the high and low score not 
placed on weight training counting and the middle two 
through the week. · averaged for an individual's total 
"On Monday, Wednesday, and performance score. 
Eastern's football team will be 
looking for its first win of the 
season when the Eagles journey 
to Klamath Falls, Oregon to play 
the Owls of Oregon Tech this 
Saturday afternoon. 
Tech is coming off a 13-13 tie 
against Central Washington 
State College last week and will 
be looking for their first win of 
the season against two losses 
and a tie. 
The Owl's offense gained over 
400 total yards against Central, a 
team that had been limiting 
opponents to only 235 yards a 
game in total offense. 
Quarterback John Mathis is 
second in the conference in 
passing and Dan Coffin is second 
to Eastern's Barry Sartz in 
punting average. Sartz has an 
average per kick of 38.5 to lead 
the EVCO. 
Tlile Eagles are still trying to 
put together a combined offen-
sive and defensive performance 
for a game. The defense has 
decreased the amount of points 
opponents have scored against 
them thru the last three games 
but the offense has also de-
creased its total points scored. 
"We have a lot of potential for 
an improved offense and hard 
work is the only thing that will 
produce it," said head coach 
John Massengale. 
Massengale said the offense 
would generate good drives only 
to have mistakes end the drive. 
Some of those mistakes were 
being worked on this week in 
practice as the quarterbacks and 
receivers concentrated on the 
timing for pass plays. 
The Eagles were intercepted 
seven times last week and two of 
those led to touchdowns. 
MEN'S GYMNASTIC coach Jack Benson watches freshman Curt Luhrs work on the side horse during a 
practice session last week. Chalking up and waiting their turns, from left to right, are: freshman Dave 
Millard, junior Curt Steinheiser, and freshman Dave Sealy. In the background women gymnasts review a 
video tape of their practice session. (PHOTO: Jim El.Hott) .. \. 
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Exorcism Fails 
Devi Is Possess 
Eastern Aerials 
By Jim Elliott 
Sports Editor 
Three things can happen to a football team when they pass and two 
of them are bad, as Eastern found out last Saturday afternoon in 
Monmouth, Orego.n, against the. Oregon College of !=ducation's Devils. 
One bad thing is to be 
intercepted and the Eagles had 
that happen seven times enroute 
to losing their third football game 
of the young season, 27 -6. 
Two of the interceptions led 
directly to OCE touchdowns, arid 
two other interceptions resulted 
in scoring drives for the Devil 
offense. 
The second bad thing is for the 
ball to go incomplete on the pass 
play and that happened 22 times 
in the game. Quar.terbacks Mike 
Decoria and Karst Brandsma 
only connected on seven passing 
plays with Tom Bassett catching 
5, and Jan Sneva hauling in 2 for 
a total passing yardage of 47 
yards. 
· The Eagle offense showed 
more strength in the rushing 
game that netted 174 total yards 
and only l8 yards lost on the 
ground. Six Eastern backs rush-
ed the football with Doug Moen 
and Jim Fisk carrying 17 times 
each. Moen had 49 yards and 
Fisk 42 yards for the afternoon. 
Brandsma had 37 yards in five 
carries for a 7.4 average. 
Sartz Connects 
Eastern's defense forced the 
Devil offense to lose~ the ball 
seven times on fumbles and 
defensive safety Mike Richter 
picked off two Devil passes for 
the day. 
Barry Sartz had put the Eagles 
on the scoreboard first with a 
47-yard first quarter field goal, 
and added a 42-yarder in the 
second quarter to put Eastern in 
front 6-0. 
Then the Devil defense picked 
off two Decoria passes for 15-
and 45-yard touchdown inter-
ception returns and a 14-6 
half-time lead. 
OCE twice scored in the fourth 
quarter to finally register their 
first win of the season against 
two defeats. This was Eastern's 
first conference loss and OCE's 
first win after opening their 
confence play against Central 
Washington last week with a 
losing 20-19 effort. 
Oct. 12 Oregon Tech, Klamath Falls, Ore. 
Oct. 19 Western Washington State College, Home 
Oct. 26 Eastern Oregon, HOMECOMING 
Nov. 2 Eastern Oregon, La Grande, Ore. 
Nov. 9 Central Washington, Home 
Nov. 16 Montana Tech, Butte, Montana 
Basketball And Track 
Available For Women 
. . Women's participation in in-
tercollegiate athletics at Eastern 
has been greatly expanded over 
the years and two of the sports 
that have been given new 
emphasis are track and basket-
ball. 
. . Eastern offers no direct athle-
tic scholarships for these sports 
so must rely on women that 
attend Eastern for participation. 
The Easterner Sports Spotlights 
track and basketball this week in 
hopes that it will provide 
information and promote inter-
est in these sports. 
TRACK 
Head track coach Beth 
Parsons will start this year's 
practice in November and two of 
her standouts from last year will 
be back. 
Mary McDowell competed in 
the Association of-Intercollegiate 
Athletics for Women's track 
championships last year in 
Denton, Texas. She ran the 880 
and competed in the shot put. 
Parsons said McDowell has 
excellent potential to excel in the 
pentathalon. 
Also returning will be 100- and 
220-yard dash specialist Lynnie 
Oosting. Parsons said Oosting is 
extremely talented and was one 
of the most outstanding per-
formers in the sprints last year. 
Oosting is presently working out 
with the women's gymnastics 
team. 
Several track women are 
already working out and Parsons 
said anyone interested in com-
. peting should contact her in 
Phase I. 
BASKETBALL 
New women's basketball coach 
Virginia Asan has an experienced 
and tall team turning out this 
winter and optimistically views 
an improved record as compared 
to last year's 9-8 marks. 
Juniors Pam Tikker and Sylvia 
Lidell will be the two prominent 
returnees for the team. Tikker 
was the leading scorer and 
rebounder last year, Udell was 
second in rebounding for the 
team. Udell is also playing on the 
volleyball team th is quarter. 
Other veterans include Heidi 
Portier, Cheryl Schoesler, Margie 
Ames, Lou Ratcliffe, and Barb 
Wilkerson. Asan said ten fresh-
men women have turned out so 
far too. 
The Eagles will compete 
against Pac-8 teams from the 
University of - Washington , 
Washington State University, 
Oregon State, and Oregon State 
Jniversity during the season. 
)ther teams on the 1974-75 
;chedule will be Flathead Valley 
:allege, Central Washington, 
Nh itworth, Idaho, Western 
Wash ington, Montana State, 
Montana University, Pacific 
Lutheran, and Portland State 
University. 
Asan said official practice does 
not start until winter quarter but 
conditioning classes are being 
held in the evenings. She said 
any women interested in compe-
ting should contact her in Room 








The Washington State Ameri-
can Revolution Bicentennial-
Commission has extended a 
formal invitation to Eastern 
Washington State College to be 
designated as the first Bicenten-
nial College in the state of 
Washington and the nation. 
The invitation was extended 
largely due to the efforts of Dr. 
Glen Fuglsby, Chairman of 
Industrial Education and Tech-
nology Department; and William 
Youngs of the History Depart-
ment, who were instrumental in 
interesting the commission in 
developing a set of criteria for 
Bicentennial college university 
recognition. 
What Fuglsby terms as, "an 
informational-type session" has 
been scheduled for October 16, 
at noon, at a place on campus to 
be announced later. 
To become a Bicentennial 
College, Eastern must now 
submit initial program plans to 
the commissin that will address 
the three themes of the Bicen-
tennial Era: Heritage '76, Festi -
val USA AND Horizons '76. 
According to the WSARBC list 
of criteria, designated colleges 
are to "actively encourage" the 
participation ot "all operating 
units" within the college. It also 
states that a coordinating coun-
cil , representative of those oper-
ating units ( students, faculty, 
administrative, and staff) ap-
prove and coordinate Bicenten-
nial activities. 
In a letter to Norwin Burbidge, 
WSARBC Director, Dr. Emerson 
Shuck, EWSC President, said he 
had appointed an official Bicen-
tennial Coordinating Council , 
"to elicit firm response and lay 
plans for our activities in this 
role". 
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ABOVE THE CLOUDS, AS HIGH AS HEAVEN ITSELF? 
THE SILHOUETTE of these two Eastern students on the top of Phase ll's mountain almost make 
Shakespeare's verse seem true. (PHOTO: Jim Elliott) 
Earth Origins Explored WORLD 
CAMPUS 
AFLOAT 
"Origin of the Earth - New 
Evidence from Space Explora-
tion," will be the topic of Dr. 
Eugene Shoemaker when he 
appears as a guest lecturer at 
Showalter Auditorium, October 
15 at 2 p.m. 
Dr. Shoemaker, a professor of 
geology at California Technology, 
was Instrumental in training the 
astronauts for their trips to the 
moon, Dr. Felix Mutschler, Asso-
ciate Professor of Geology, sa id. 
"Shoemaker is a pioneer in 
Actors Wanted 
Tired of delivering Shake-
spearean so liloquies to yawning 
roomates ? Frustrated with the 
idea of becoming another Al 
Pac i no or Liv Ullman? 
An Acting Workshop will begin 
Friday, October 11, at 1 : 30 p.m. 
in the Green Room of the College 
Theatre. 
"We are looking for people to 
form a workshop which will 
consist of theatre games, mime, 
pantomime, improvisation -
whatever," Terry Bennett, chair-
man said. 
There will be opportunity for 
each person to direct, participate 
in "gueri lla theatre," contribute 
ideas, writings and energy, Ms. 
Bennett said. 
many geologica I fie lds," 
Mutschler said, "including uran-
ium studies on the Colorado 
Plateau and lunar geology." 
A graduate of Princeton Uni-
versity, Shoemaker has been a 
geologist with the United States 
Geology Survey since 1948 and 
is chairman of the Division of 
Geological and Planetary Sci-
ences at Cal. Tech. 
He is a Phi Beta Kappa visiting 
scholar, and is also touring with 
Sigma Xi, the Scientific Research 
Society of North America, which 
is sponsoring this lecture. 
Thousands of Topics 
$2. 75 per page 
Send for your up-to-date, 
176-page, mail order catalog 
of 5500 topics. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage (1 -2 
days delivery time). 
519 GLENROCK AV E. 
SUITE #203 
LOS Al\!G E LES, CA. 90024 
O u r ma terials are sold for 
research purposes only 
You'll sail in February, 
with the ship your class· 
room and the world your 
campus ... combining ac-
credited studies with fasci -
nating visits to the fabled 
ports of the Orient, Africa, 
and the Americas. Over 
10,000 students from 450 
colleges have already sailed 
with WCA - join them! Fi-
nancial aid available. Write 
today for free catalog. 
WCA, Chapmai, College 
Box F, Orang~, CA 92666 
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